Date: April 2021
Description:

Employment Opportunity

Deer Enthusiastic Efficient Responsible
Beautiful farm with stunning views located in the Lincolnshire Wolds is looking for a first-class
stockperson to take day to day responsibility for its 400 hind deer operation. There will be opportunity
for the right candidate to progress further taking on more of a management role if they prove
themselves capable, reliable and trustworthy.
Arden Farms are a progressive farming company who are looking to move forward in the present
farming climate. We are custodians of our farmland and our aim is to continually improve and care
for the soils and environment which in turn will produce long term optimal yields of all food and other
crops.
We are looking for a candidate who
1. Will nurture the deer and the farm.
2. Is passionate and enthusiastic about deer and all aspects of farming
3. Is motivated to and has the dedication and drive to work on their own with guidance.
4. Is familiar with and competent in old school livestock techniques but willing to embrace and
is interested in new school innovation and can blend both together using practical common
sense and intelligence
5. Has strong self-motivation and self-organisational skills to effect practical efficiency on the
ground.
6. Can proactively manage paperwork records and understands compliance
7. Is flexible and understands the need for the farm to operate as a cohesive unit with interaction
between the livestock and arable departments which will often involve labour sharing.
8. is financially savvy and understands the impact of their actions on cashflow and is able to
follow a simple budget
9. Holds DSC1 and has the interest and focus to be involved in the start-up of the planned new
processing facility
What we Are Offering
In addition to a rewarding remuneration, and rural retreat we are offering the exciting opportunity
1. To work with interested owners on the development of an efficient productive deer herd
2. To be on the cutting edge of optimising and modernising a traditional farm system
3. To develop the scope of the role and the operation over time.
4. To be actively involved in the setting up of a new larder and direct selling business
For further information, in the first instance please telephone the farm office on 01673 878686
Or : email jobs@ardenfarms.co.uk attaching a covering letter and cv.
Or: write to Arden Farms Ltd, Owmby Cliff Offices, Owmby-by-Spital, Market Rasen, Lincs. LN8 2AD
For more information on Arden Farms please visit: www.ardenfarms.co.uk

